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So with two newsletters last week and nothing new this week,   

I thought I would keep this one short. 

I wanted to introduce you to American Range. 

This local company still does half their business in commercial and  

the other half in the residential lines. 

They are a cooking company only. 

Here are a few of their ranges, and a few other pieces that we have. 

Thanks for accepting my newsletters, 

Robert Ehrig 

 



48” American Range in all gas with 6 burners (3...25k, 2...15k and a simmer) 

On board griddle and convection oven. 

Normally selling for $8999.99     this     ARROB648GD is $ 6999.99 



And then we have this 48: version that has 4...25k burners, 3...15K and a simmer. 

Again with the big oven being convection and both with lights inside. 

Normally selling for $ 8599.99  we sell ARROB848   for $ 6599.99 



And then we have this 36” all gas American range with 3….25k burners on it. 

Super big convection oven with broiler on top shelf. 

Normally this ARROB636 sell for $ 4599.99, but not with us.  Try $ 3499.99 



And for the smaller kitchens that still want a GREAT range. We have this 30” Gas Range 

Boasting 2...25k burners, a 15k and a simmer burners, still with convection oven. 

With a lock down price of 3499.99 you can pick one up here for a mere $ 2999.99 



We still have most of the Blue Star ranges in 36” and 48” 

These super affordable professional style range, but cooking in your hands. 



Thermador Professional 

Here are a couple items I can’t believe are still here. 

30” Double Ovens 

PODC302J for $ 3999.99 

30” Dual Fuel Range 

PRO305PH  for $ 3799.99 



Thermador 

30” Combo Unit 

 

Microwave w/ convection 

On top 

 

Convection Oven  

In the middle 

 

And 

Warming drawer 

On the bottom 

 

MEDMCW31JP  for   $ 3899.99 



Bosch 30” right hinge ovens GE 27” combo unit. Advantium / oven 



 

DCS 

36” Built in Fridge 

This 72” tall unit can be flush mounted 

So the front of the doors line up  

With the fronts of the cabinets. 

For a super clean look. 

 

RS36A72UC1 

With stainless steel Doors 

$ 3199.99 





See you all soon ! ! ! 


